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Today I want to take a bit of a detour, from health to globalist finance.  This is glimpse of what's to 

come. 

  

I think just about everyone will find this article to be pretty alarming.  

https://pureelement5.com/aladdin-the-ai-that-owns-the-world/ 

  

Here's why: 

  

My second book "What Now? Recovering from a Tragic Mistake" begins with a set of premises.  This is 

a list of truths I think one needs to fully grasp,  and accept, if they are serious about trying to 

understand the state of affairs the world is in presently and the direction it is going in.  The shape of 

things to come and our individual role in that future is still very much in our hands, but within the nex t 

five to eight years there may come a tipping point, after which we will lose a certain advantage we have 

now.  Some of the realities of our collective situation are more than a little disconcerting.  Among my 

stated premises is the following point: 

  

"There exists a class of mentally deranged elitist people that you will never meet, that don’t want to 

ever meet you, that feel threatened by your existence to such a degree they have decided to 

exterminate you to quell their own sick paranoia." 

  

"These people have always sought after ways to cull the population as a means to impose and maintain 

control over it, and this unholy collusion with the pharmaceutical industry has provided it.  As a group, 

they now have the power, the ability and the resources to do just that.  You know who these people 

are.  You see some of them making and trying to enforce health policy every day on some screen.  

The rest are less visible, but actively providing resources and leadership for those you do see.  The 

thing that has changed is they are no longer the least bit ashamed of what they are doing.  They 

believe their combined power is more than enough to conduct such activities in full view, and they no 

longer have any fear of being discovered.  If we all continue to be in doubt and choose to believe any 

of the rubbish they are selling us, they will succeed -- easily." 

https://pureelement5.com/aladdin-the-ai-that-owns-the-world/


  

It is one thing to make such a claim.  It is another to support it with hard evidence.  I am aware of all 

the things people commonly referred to as "Conspiracy Theorists" talk about and all the rabbit holes 

they take us down.  Not all such people do what you might call a stellar job of substantiating their 

concerns.  I am not going to bore you with any of that and I am not bringing this information to your 

attention to give you another thing to be frightened of.  I am telling you about this so make you more 

aware, and to give you an opportunity to get out in front of certain things before you are blindsided by 

the impact they will have.  All I am going to do is ask you to be reasonable and seriously consider the 

following questions:  

  

If such a cadre of wealthy and powerful Bond-villain types really exist, what would they need to have to 

realize the twisted world many of these conspiracy theorists fear?  What kind of resources?  What 

type of capabilities?  If it were you planning an evil dystrophic vision of the world that only served your 

interests, what sort of safeguards would make you feel more secure, that once you achieved your goals 

you would not be unseated or overthrown?  What kinds of controls would you need?   

How about omniscience and a perfect memory? 

Seems like a good beginning.  Does anyone have that?  In a sense, yes.  It began with terrorism.  

The concept of total information awareness grew out of terrorism concerns.  Big data is big power. 

Basically the idea was to collect and store all information that was possible to obtain, to make it possible 

to dig into an encyclopedia of everything and answer any question about anyone.  

  

Today all communications, all the worlds economic data, scientific research information and all the 

information gathering done by big tech filters through agencies of the US gov't who then actually saves 

every last data point -- forever.  Any threat whatsoever is no match for this system.  It knows 

everything about everyone alive or dead since this effort began and every minute of every day more 

information sources are added to it.  The reason Facebook exploded so fast was because they 

eliminated the need for business financial forecasting.  If you advertised and sold anything on 

Facebook their predictive models could tell you exactly what to expect in terms of revenue, practically 

to the penny, and this ability just happened to be foolproof.  Why wouldn't any business use that 

crystal ball?  Why wouldn’t any investor?  Not using it put you at a disadvantage.  All you need is 

access to their user data.  Facebook is but one example of millions of data contributing sources. 

  

How about  iron-fisted control of all the assets and tangible wealth in the world?  

Why even bother with concepts like ownership when you can constantly surveil everyone and 

everything and have so much access to information that nothing can be kept secret from you? As a 



perfect spy, aka the all seeing eye, you can literally STEAL an idea out of someone's head if they so much 

as verbalized it even once.  Once rich always rich.  You can invest only in things you control and 

create, that are created to pay off massively.  You could crush competition and manipulate markets 

such that you would never run out of the money required to buy any assistance or additional capability 

you might want.  You can easily find and assemble experts capable of building anything you want to 

finance the creation of, keep any secret you want to keep from anyone, and defend the entire kingdom 

with as much military might and other types of protections as you deemed necessary.  Build such a 

system and it follows that if you ever had any sort of conflict it was because you wanted one, and any 

conflicts you allow occur for no other reason than to advance your greater interests. 

  

I don't think there is one person at the head of all this really.  One person could never manage such an 

expansive system, but IF a single person had somehow managed to achieve such an invincible position 

he probably wouldn’t run it himself because he wouldn't have to.  Why not delegate some of the 

burden to a team of like-minded (narcissistic, separatist, ultra wealthy, isolated and disconnected) 

people whose loyalty you could not only reward but whose treachery you could lethally punish?  It 

seems rather organic that it would be a multi-generational group that has simply controlled the 

movements of most things with their massive wealth for as long as they have been around. In fact, while 

you are at it why not allow all kinds of sub systems to exist?  The real players call themselves bankers, 

brokers and philanthropists.  Everyone else can be nations and governments and statesmen.  They 

can have a certain degree of autonomy, provided they don't get in the way.  If they do, well, lets have 

some wars then.  Wars are always profitable.  Wait a minute…  Wars are REALLY profitable when 

you control everything, AND they keep things interesting.  So every once and a while its fun to cause 

them.  Within this group and at this level wars are frequently just penis measuring contests.  The 

really big ones are for consolidating power. 

Practically nobody living in any of these territories takes much notice of NGO's.  (Non Governmental 

Organizations)  Nations will see NGO's like The World Economic Forum and the World Health 

Organization as non threatening groups of academics, think tanks and talking heads, but it is in these 

places that the unelected powerbase lurks.  Right now we see people like Klaus Schwab being glorified 

like the wisest man in the world.  This guy is a fringe lunatic, technically with power over nothing, and 

yet for some strange reason whenever he speaks leaders around the world stand at attention and get 

behind whatever agenda he is peddling.  Groups like the WEF are also recruiting operations that groom 

an army of rank and file they ensure make it into public offices as the leaders of countries and in the 

national governments of the world.  The wealthiest elites continuously funnel all kinds of money into 

organizations like the WEF, and that money is spent producing justifications for all their mad sales 

pitches and the vacuous clouds of word salad that billows forth from them in the form of marketing that 

we are constantly forced to listen to. 

  

This is how it is done.  There need not be anything supernatural or mystical about it. THIS is the 



conspiracy all those "theorists" are screaming about.  And whenever it becomes necessary to steer the 

nations of the world in a particular direction these are the groups that manufacture all the causes that 

catch fire around the world, things like phony health emergencies, forced vaccination fads, climate 

change and carbon taxes -- whatever they need to create to bully whole countries into following suit.  

And they do, like good little soldiers, because if they are large enough or asset rich enough to matter, 

they are led by lackeys that know they only get to enjoy the perks of the offices and positions they hold, 

and keep them, if they bark when ordered to do so.  

  

I have pointed this out before, how all the health ministers and key people in covid crazy countries like 

Germany, Austria, Australia and Canada came through the same WEF Global Leadership Program.  It's 

no secret.  These people can be as tyrannical as they want to be and they receive support and 

protection, and they are showered with accolades by the same people that placed them where they are, 

creating this totally fake air of authority and legitimacy.  It doesn't matter that they are unelected and 

reviled by the masses.  Many of them seem to come from nowhere and somehow just step into power 

and start calling the shots, while the leaders they castrate and replace just rubber stamp their choices.  

When it comes to the wishes of people like Jacinda Arden and Justin Trudeau they are above the law, 

and they force all manner of atrocities on everyone under their influence with what seems like total 

impunity. 

  

So this game of musical chairs has been going on for a while during which nation states rise and fall and 

various regimes change hands, until the entire globe is divvied up and classified into asset groups that 

trade with each other using coupons printed up by bankers, so none of these populations can ever 

actually buy anything  the leadership doesn’t want them to buy.  It is in this manner that a small loyal 

group of controlling insiders remain untouchable, enjoying real freedom, while everyone else obeys the 

rules of some system they belong to, and even patriotical ly defend, that is designed to limit their 

activities and the extent of their capabilities.  

  

The nation state thing served its purpose for many years until advances in technology made it possible 

to build a COMPANY that is wealthier, and therefore more powerful, than a nation state.  These large 

companies began to multiply and some of them, like Apple and Amazon, amassed enough influence to 

have the ability to upset the balance that evolved while every corner of the Earth globe was being 

claimed and exploited for whatever it had to offer. Not to worry however, since the owners of all these 

super-massive multinational corporations either are or become members of this elite club.  I don't care 

who you are, if you have a net worth of 50-100 million coupons you can bet your phone will be ringing 

constantly with invitations to donate to some cog in this shadowy machine.  Companies like Google 

ended up being so useful they became the tools by which any new agenda could be thrust to the very 

top of every "to-do" list of every politician and CEO.  Whatever needs to be everywhere instantly, 

suddenly is.  Whatever needs to be seen as important, becomes important, and whatever the "truth" 



needs to be, it can be.  Like when you hear covid vaccines are "safe and effective." 

What the author of this article I began with is trying to make you aware of, is the fact that with just a 

little coordinated effort, a behemoth of a company can be created in practically no time flat, that will be 

utilized as an incredibly powerful economic weapon.  

That is what BlackRock is. 

Meet Larry Fink, the guy who may very well become your new landlord.  

BlackRock is one of the world’s most influential companies in finance. At the end of the third quarter of 

2021, it had $9.464 trillion in assets under management, making it the biggest asset manager in the 

world. This is not just a successful business.  This is a deliberate creation.  There is a purpose behind 

its creation.  This is a company that has become so powerful it can single handedly destroy the US 

without ever firing a shot! 

  

Control over wealth on that scale gives CEO Larry Fink a voice in the international effort to fight global 

warming.  As if on cue, Fink kicked off the decade with a letter to shareholders chock full of the same 

unmistakable lofty sounding word salad, full of high ideals and double meanings that gush from the lips 

of all such industry titans, that called for better stewardship of environment, social and corporate 

governance issues. 

  

Clearly, Larry is onboard with Klaus Schwab's 4th Industrial Revolution, and the next phase of the global 

reset business model is being ready, the massive pile of dog shit known as "sustainability" Klaus and 

Larry are ready to pull some levers that can pull the rug out from under just about everyone. 

  

  

As the article states:   

If Larry Fink is not on your radar, you had better start paying attention.  

Picture 

And now we get down to the real steak. 

  

We started this discussion with a thought experiment, asking what you would need to become an 

untouchable global dictator.  Once you construct the perfect system of oppressive control…  

  



What does every would be Bond villain need?  

An easy to use global domination AI dashboard! 

That is what Aladdin is, and you never even saw it coming. 

Picture 

When you hear that familiar slogan the WEF used to use, about their vision of the future being one in 

which "you will own nothing and be happy" what you should be hearing is "Transfer of Wealth", because 

ownership is a measure of wealth.  They call this new system "stakeholder capitalism."  A stake 

holder is someone with a financial interest, skin in the game, so to speak..  If you own nothing, this is 

not you, therefore you have no stake in their vision of the future.  All you are is "steak".  To support 

their goals of "sustainability, whatever they entail, is a decision to deal yourself out of the game.  

  

It is AI systems like Aladdin which will enable the "sustainable" control grid Klaus Schwab is forever on 

about.  And it will be sustainable, just not in the sense they imply, which is all rainbows and unicorns in 

harmony with the Earth and objectionable to nobody, but sustainable in the sense that they will be able 

to sustain their dominance over you, and once you are in this system you will not be getting out.  This 

technocratic prison will be complete in just a few years, 

  

People don’t realize this is being done in a series of steps and all the parts of this control grid, which 

right now just looks like a puzzle, are one day just going to snap together like the jaws of a vise.  If you 

think I am kidding just  look at the sheer size and scope of the agreements you sign when you get a 

new bank card.  Listen to the story Catherine Austin Fitts relates about her personal experience with 

one such agreement and what she was being asked to accept and agree to as terms and conditions for 

the simple convenience of using a ACH payment system.  (FFwd to the 45min mark)  

  

CATHERINE AUSTIN FITTS: IT'S HAPPENING NOW! GLOBAL CONTROL COUP  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/l2IsoRI6OYvv/?list=subscriptions 

The things you are agreeing to, even in a cell phone contract  would take years to analyze.  

  

About the only thing that could ever threaten this syndicate is a mass mutiny.  And they are aware of 

that.  If a big company does a bad thing, they get to keep doing it, they typically just pay some tribute 

to someone and the heat is off.  If some nation becomes a little too independent, starts saying the 

wrong things or gets unruly and makes unwanted waves, there are typically rapid changes in leadership.  

On an individual level, if they have you living in isolation, fearful of fictitious microbes and lining up for 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/l2IsoRI6OYvv/?list=subscriptions


covid shots, those of you doing that will not be here to worry about any of this, because you will be 

DEAD.  This is where true purpose of the whole covid vaccine  strategy comes chillingly into focus.  

They view a reduction in population not as something that is necessary to "sustain" anything, that is just 

their cover story.  

 It is, for them, a reduction of liability.  

 Because, should they ever figure out what is being done to them, millions of potentially defiant people 

are a very real threat.  Covid vaccines were created to neutralize that threat.  They were designed, to 

weaken, diminish, and ultimately EXTERMINATE that threat.  For any that slip the vaccine noose, 

possibly you, your freedom is a liability, and those that are compliant will be pitted against those that 

are not and a battle of attrition will ensue 

  

The WEF is actively drafting rules for "sustainable" businesses.  Ignore their use of the term 

sustainable.  It is a euphemism.  What that term means to them is COMPLIANT. 

  

The problem with the biosecurity state they are creating right now that will usher this reset in, that 

supposedly offers "safety" and security as its principal benefit, is the complete loss of focus on the 

individual -- for anything.  When there is an approved, established way of dealing with everything from 

the smallest non compliance to acts that earn you the distinction of domestic terrorist, nothing is 

original, nothing can be "new".  The companion to stagnation is death.  If all we are focusing on is 

death already, this stagnation must have already happened. 

 

Picture 

There is a concept having to do with Natural Law, sometimes referred to as the Generative Principle.  It 

has to do with manifesting things in reality.  There is the plane of causation, a level upon which the 

decisions are made about what to create and various catalysts are identified and chosen that constitute 

smaller goals that support a greater effort that have a combined effect of making the greater effort 

more of a natural progression.  Then you have the plane of effects.  This is a level of perception and it 

is comprised of all those outside the decision making group.  These are people who, because of a 

narrow perspective, focus on their immediate environment and what impacts it and they are constantly 

forced to react to stimulus.  It may appear at times that they are making decisions, but only to them, 

and only on a limited scale that typically provides them with a predetermined set of menu choices for  

how to handle the catalyst.  They can choose A or B, it really doesn’t matter, because these are 

outcomes the decision makers have made preparations for. 

  



Developments like the rise of BlackRock and systems like Aladdin are preparatory stages.  They are 

tools that will be used to manage future outcomes. People unwittingly trapped by the lifestyles they 

have created, that are dependent on certain inputs, are slaves to those dependencies, many of which 

they really don’t even need. Do you need a video doorbell?  Do you need Amazon?  You need to 

expand your level of awareness of things that are happening right under your noses and pay attention to 

the inputs required by the people you have allowed to make all kinds of decisions for you.  The ones 

who like to seize your power for their own use.  You wont ever be able to see what they are ultimately 

up to if you are too busy, preoccupied with your own concerns.  These are time sucks that have been 

engineered to occupy your attention.  Unplug from them, at least occasionally, and use that time 

getting busy learning about what tools your rulers need to rule you and create some obstacles.  

Get out of the "plane of effects" and into the "plane of causation!" 

Picture 

The type of system I see them creating is a technocratic control grid, a type of penopticon, inside of 

which our every action can be recorded and analyzed to reveal various patterns of activity that can be 

coercively guided if necessary.  The reason for all the fear -based covid propaganda and medical 

tyranny we see all around us is clearly has nothing to do with protecting our health.  The role all this 

pandemic theater plays in the larger global reset agenda is  to provide a motivation for us to assist 

them by building the walls of this virtual prison.  

  

All the bricks we are laying consist of smart devices of one sort or another.  We help them by buying 

and using these devices for what we think are our own reasons, which are mostly for the automated 

conveniences they offer, but there are just as many others that we are obligated to use because they 

come as part of something else.  An example of this is the smart meters that power companies install.  

If you use a municipal utility, the utility chooses what equipment they deliver their services with.  You 

either use that stuff or go without their services typically.  

  

The power company represents an essential industry that is just enormous in terms of our global 

economy.  The energy industry exerts a tremendous influence on our everyday lives because we have 

become dependant on this energy.  We see it as a perk of civil ization, recognize its value and we are 

willing to pay for it, but this is also a vulnerability, and in the eyes of a would-be dictator, building into 

the delivery of this service an ability to ration or even withhold energy would be just one of many ways 

to extort some kind of compliance 

  

In the case of smart meters the power company will explain they are necessary to improve the service 

they provide and they will give you examples of these "improvements" and frame them as additional 

benefits to you, their customer, but they don't advertise all the capabilities these meters have and they 



certainly don't acknowledge any potential risks inherent in their design.  I am currently in one of these 

battles with my power company over their decision to simply replace a perfectly good analog meter 

with one of these devices without my consent.  I know they emit dangerous levels of EMF, that they 

can and have caught fire, and that they are capable of polling other smart devices and relaying that 

information back to the power company.  They are a prelude to compliant smart appliances that will 

one day be required to meet some "sustainability" goal.  And like every part of this control grid, their 

use will be a privilege that can be revoked at any time. 

  

Much of this work is already done and many of us live, still relatively comfortably within a kind of 

"free-range" control structure.  One in which we still are able to believe, if we wish, that the decisions 

we are making day to day are our own.  One in which the ideas we believe in, the causes many of us 

rally behind, are causes that serve a "greater good."  But what if these causes were simply 

manufactured?  What if many of these so-called global movements only exist because they were 

offered up to us like the limited menu choices you get when some restaurant kitchen is closing up for 

the day?  What if they only seem attractive because of the marketing that precedes them? 

DYSTOPIA DISGUISED AS DEMOCRACY: ALL THE WAYS IN WHICH FREEDOM IS AN ILLUSION 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dystopia-disguised-democracy-all-ways-which-freedom-illusio

n 

 

“The illusion of freedom will continue as long as it’s profitable to continue the illusion. At the point 

where the illusion becomes too expensive to maintain, they will just take down the scenery, they will 

pull back the curtains, they will move the tables and chairs out of the way and you will see the brick wall 

at the back of the theater.”    - Frank Zappa 

  

We are no longer free. 

  

We are living in a world carefully crafted to resemble a representative democracy, but it’s an illusion.  

  

We think we have the freedom to elect our leaders, but we’re only allowed to participate in the 

reassurance ritual of voting. There can be no true electoral choice or real representation when we’re 

limited in our options to one of two candidates culled from two parties that both march in lockstep with 

the Deep State and answer to an oligarchic elite. 

  

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dystopia-disguised-democracy-all-ways-which-freedom-illusion
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dystopia-disguised-democracy-all-ways-which-freedom-illusion


We think we have freedom of speech, but we’re only as free to speak as the government and its 

corporate partners allow. 

  

We think we have the right to freely exercise our religious beliefs, but those rights are quickly overruled 

if and when they conflict with the government’s priorities, whether it’s COVID-19 mandates or societal 

values about gender equality, sex and marriage. 

  

We think we have the freedom to go where we want and move about freely, but at every turn, we’re 

hemmed in by laws, fines and penalties that regulate and restrict our autonomy, and surveillance 

cameras that monitor our movements. Punitive programs strip citizens of their passports and right to 

travel over unpaid taxes. 

  

We think we have property interests in our homes and our bodies, but there can be no such freedom 

when the government can seize your property, raid your home, and dictate what you do with your 

bodies. 

  

We think we have the freedom to defend ourselves against outside threats, but there is no right to 

self-defense against militarized police who are authorized to probe, poke, pinch, taser, search, seize, 

strip and generally manhandle anyone they see fit in almost any circumstance, and granted immunity 

from accountability with the general blessing of the courts. Certainly, there can be no right to gun 

ownership in the face of red flag gun laws which allow the police to remove guns from people merely 

suspected of being threats. 

  

We think we have the right to an assumption of innocence until we are proven guilty, but that burden of 

proof has been turned on its head by a surveillance state that renders us all suspects and over 

criminalization which renders us all lawbreakers. Police-run facial recognition software that mistakenly 

labels law-abiding citizens as criminals. A social credit system (similar to China’s) that rewards behavior 

deemed “acceptable” and punishes behavior the government and its corporate allies find offensive, 

illegal or inappropriate. 

  

We think we have the right to due process, but that assurance of justice has been stripped of its power 

by a judicial system hardwired to act as judge, jury and jailer, leaving us with little recourse for appeal. A 

perfect example of this rush to judgment can be found in the proliferation of profit-driven speed and red 

light cameras that do little for safety while padding the pockets of government agencies. 



  

We have been saddled with a government that pays lip service to the nation’s freedom principles whi le 

working overtime to shred the Constitution. 

  

We are now only as good as we are useful, and our usefulness is calculated on an economic scale by how 

much we are worth—in terms of profit and resale value—to our “owners.”  Sold on the idea that 

safety, security and material comforts are preferable to freedom, we’ve allowed the government to 

pave over the Constitution in order to erect a concentration camp. 

  

We’ve bartered away our right to self-governance, self-defense, privacy, autonomy and that most 

important right of all: the right to tell the government to “leave me the hell alone.”   We’re being 

subjected to the oldest con game in the book, the magician’s sleight of hand that keeps you focused on 

the shell game in front of you while your wallet is being picked clean by ruffians in your midst. 


